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Labor and Capital, employees and employers are two types of the most important 
factors of production and actors in Market economy that is why labor relations 
become the core and the most wildly Socio-economic relations in Market economy. 
Therefore, labor issues are not only major problems troubled Capitalist society, but 
also the major issues impacted Socialist social harmony and stability. From the 
perspective of property rights, using the basic ideas and methods of Marxism, in 
particular, adhering to the guidance of the Marxist theory of property rights, this 
article gives labor relations of enterprises a systematic study. 
This paper studies the labor issues has important theoretical and practical 
significance. On the one hand, the development of Marxist theory of labor relations 
has been added and improved, and to some extent the study of primary stage of 
socialism economic theory has been deepen. On the other hand, this paper not only 
provides important theoretical guidance for deepening the reform of state-owned 
enterprises and the healthy development of non-public economy, but also helps to 
achieve the ambitious goal of building a Harmony Society. 
The thesis is divided into two parts, including introduction and text, a total of 
eight chapters. The first part is an introduction, mainly describes some basic issues of 
the article. The second part is the main part of paper, a total of seven chapters. The 
first chapter cardings and analyzes theories of labor relations, providing a theoretical 
basis for further analysis. By definition of the concept of labor and capital, the second 
chapter analyzes internal relations of enterprises (especially Capitalist enterprises) and 
comes to a conclusion that “capital employs labor” is the essence of internal relations 
of enterprises, then proposes the value judgments of “capital employs labor” should 
regard ownership as premise and integrity of labor rights as standard. On the basis of 
clearing the meaning of property rights, the third chapter analyzes social nature of 
property rights and internal links of property rights and efficiency, property rights and 
fairness, property rights and efficiency and fairness, and then scientifically explains 
the structure and source of enterprise property rights within framework of enterprise. 
On the basis of analyzing various definitions of labor relations in theory, the forth 
chapter analyzes constitutional subject and basic types of labor relations, then 













three levels, such as dominant means of production ownership, corporate ownership 
of production means and realization of corporate ownership. It also analyzes other 
factors affecting labor relations. Through the analysis of labor relations’ important 
impact on enterprise performance, competitiveness of enterprises and socio-economic 
development and social stability, this chapter demonstrates the necessity and 
importance of labor relations study from practice. The fifth chapter studies 
evolutionary history, specific features, forms and substance of new trends of labor 
relations in the Western capitalist countries, then clarifies important inspiration that 
labor relations in Western developed countries giving to us. The sixth chapter 
dynamically examines historical changes, realistic features, problems and causes of 
labor relations in China, providing a realistic basis for our targeted measures to 
improve labor relations. According to the great differences in economic system and 
political system, ideology, history and reality of labor relations between China and 
western countries, the seventh chapter indicates Chinese government and Western 
governments roles and importance are different in labor relations, then puts forward 
strategies improving labor relations in the primary stage of socialism. 
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